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Abstract 

The basic approaches and methods of biologic feedback 

formation by vocal rehabilitation are considered in this work. 

As a base method the multilevel approach to consideration of 

the speech rehabilitation including process of speech 

restoration is used. The basic methods are formed on the basis 

of human acoustical system models, and also on the 

requirements, shown by the attending physician and the 

patient. 

1. Introduction 

Restoration of speech at patients with infringement of 

speech formation system (the resection of a throat, a tumour of 

tongue etc), as a rule, is accompanied by a number of the 

interconnected problems demanding active actions as the 

patient, and the attending physician. In spite of the fact that 

actively uses the computer equipment for carrying out of the 

general researches of deviations, automation myographic 

researches, conducting history of illnesses, last stage, namely a 

stage of speech rehabilitation, it appears poorly automated. 

Active use of computer facilities both at a stage of diagnostics 

of diseases is obvious, that, and at a stage of treatment with 

use of a biological feedback will allow to raise speed and 

quality of speech rehabilitation of patients. 

2. Medical indications 

Throat cancer represents rather frequent disease among 

malignant tumours. Surgical intervention in occasion of a 

throat cancer a began to be made in the end of XIX century. 

Thus, the patient, after full removal of a throat represents the 

invalid unable to labour activity. The closing stage after full 

removal of a throat is "carrying out of special training in the 

early postoperative period " as speech laringectomy can be 

finished to a high degree of perfection and is close come 

nearer to normal. Now process of speech rehabilitation is an 

obligatory stage of treatment of oncological patients.  

One of the heaviest consequences of surgical treatment of 

malignant new growths of area of a head and neck is full or 

partial loss of sonorous speech or a voice and infringement of 

respiratory function. Thus sharply there is a problem of speech 

dialogue of patients, complicating and limiting their 

opportunities in the social, labour and professional plan 

(Ivashchenko S.G., 1988; Ivanov J.V. with co-auth., 1995; 

Hirano M, 1990). 

Creation esophageal voice is one of ways of speech 

restoration. It is necessary to note, that except for creation 

esophageal voice use voice artificial limbs and speech 

formation devices. In the first case a trachea and to a drink 

connect an artificial limb which directs a stream of air from 

lungs in speech formation path through esophageal shunt and 

modulates this stream, simulating work of voice folds. During 

phonation by means of an artificial limb patients are 

compelled to close tracheostomy that inevitably conducts to 

detection of surgical intervention by extraneous persons. Other 

lacks of this way are medical contra-indications for installation 

of the shunt, high cost, fast (about 3 years) wearability of an 

artificial limb, and as a weak degree of control of fundamental 

frequency. 

Alongside with anatomic differences at formation 

esophageal speech, to doctors it is necessary to deal with idle 

reflexes and psychological problems. Psychological 

consequences of operation as loss of speech and presence 

tracheostomy is the strongest psychological factors are 

especially important. 

The problem requiring consideration is an absence of 

objective criteria of a course of voice rehabilitation and the 

received result estimation. There are expert subjective methods 

of estimation, however on the basis of them it is not possible 

to construct the automated estimation system of rehabilitation. 

Therefore it is important to develop alongside with value 

judgment and objective, based on speech signal parameters. 

The corresponding objective estimation should include 

physical, acoustic and psychoacoustic parameters, i.e. 

objective system of estimations by means of which it is 

possible to operate parameters esophageal the voices, most 

strongly influencing on value judgment (fundamental 

frequency its instability during a sonorous phoneme, etc.). 

3. The organization by management by 

process of speech rehabilitation 

The basic purpose of work is the organization of 

management by process of speech rehabilitation, by means of 

construction of the automated system of training on the basis 

of a biological feedback (IS barefooted) also development of 

a technique of esophageal voice training. For achievement of 

an object in view it is necessary to solve following problems: 

- to carry out researches on application of methods it is 

barefooted to a problem of development esophageal 

voice; 

- to investigate mechanisms of the new conditioned 

reflexes formation necessary for formation qualitative 

esophageal voice and to formulate requirements to a 

technique of the organization of speech rehabilitation 

training; 

- to investigate the quantitative parameters of the speech 

signal describing difference of pathologically changed 

voice from normal; 
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- to define a technique and structure technical and 

software for the organization of speech rehabilitation in 

clinical medicine with use of a biological feedback; 

- to lead approbation of the created means; results to 

introduce in a technique of oncological patients training 

the created means. 

For research the set of following groups is planned: 

The first clinical group - patients by whom it is executed 

laringectomy. 

The second clinical group of patients after organ-safe 

operations of a throat. 

The third clinical group of patients after organ-safe 

operations of bodies of an oral cavity. 

Control group - patients by whom restoration of sonorous 

speech and a voice by a traditional technique (an archival 

material) was spent. 

The parameters entering into research: 

- time of maximal phonation; 

- standard deviations and factor of fundamental 

frequency and intensity variations; 

- frequency instability of a voice; 

- stability of peak values of amplitudes; 

- the average spectrum of a voice; 

- fundamental frequency; 

- duration of a pause; 

- melodic variations; 

- variations of intensity; 

- duration of a parity of words, sounds; 

- distribution of pauses in a speech stream;  

- parity of a useful signal to noise. 

With the purpose of studying of features of the nervously-

muscular device of a throat, drinks, the top department of a 

gullet and articulation muscles at infringements of voice and 

speech functions it will be used myograph, included in a 

program complex. 

The estimation of voice and speech function will be 

estimated in a complex on the basis of the objective analysis 

(acoustic), subjective methods of an estimation (laringoscopy, 

the conclusion of the logopedist), a self-estimation of the 

patient by means of filling the questionnaire. 

Basis technical and software for the organization of 

speech rehabilitation is the model of acoustical system of the 

person, allowing allocating parameters of a voice with high 

accuracy. In particular, the error of measurement of 

fundamental frequency and its instability on the basis of these 

models, in comparison with existing algorithms, does not 

exceed 1-2 %. 

4. Scale of frequencies and critical strips 

Are known, distributions of frequencies on length of the 

basic membrane of an internal ear and a scale of the 

frequencies perceived by the person.  

It is known as dependence of width of a critical strip on 

perceived frequency [1] and distribution of sensitive 

elements, hairs cells, on length of a membrane [2]. 

Dependence of a critical strip width on its central frequency 

can be presented parity: 

,)()( bkFkFkp +⋅= α  (1) 

where −k  number of a critical strip; 

 −)(kF the central frequency of a critical strip; 

−α  coefficient of proportionality; 

−b  displacement. 

If to assume, that quantity hairs cells on the average, 

getting in one critical strip, constantly the scale of frequencies 

formed in acoustical system, defining distribution of resonant 

frequencies on length of the basic membrane, will be defined 

by a parity: 
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where −⋅∆= kxx  coordinate of points on length of 

the basic membrane of an internal ear. 

It is considered, that the top frequency of the analysis for 

acoustical system is equal to 200000 =F Hz, and bottom - 

20=нF  Hz. The length of the basic membrane makes 

35=mx  mm. It allows defining value of coefficient c . 
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Expression (4) allows defining position of a 

resonance pF  on the basic membrane that is coordinate 

px . 
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From this fig.1 good enough concurrence of experimental 

and settlement dependences follows. It allows to assume, that 

quantities of points of the basic membrane as are connected 

with a critical strip. In the elementary case this dependence 

can be presented by expression: 
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This dependence is presented in fig. 2. 
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Fig.1. Resonant frequencies of points of the basic membrane a) and a scale of frequencies b), 

 

        where −0F the resonant frequencies calculated under the formula (2);  

    −Fx resonant frequencies according to [1]; 

    −XXx, coordinates of points of the basic membrane. 

      a)            b) 

 

Fig.2. Dependence of a critical strip a) and quantity b) on central frequency Fi Hz, where dfi-a critical strip in Hz [1]; 

dFi-approximation (1); Qi and qi-quantities; =α  0,109; =b 69,1
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The established dependences allow leading modelling of 

such features of processing of signals in acoustical system, 

which are connected with concepts of simultaneous and 

consecutive masking. 

5. Simultaneous and consecutive masking 

Simultaneous and consecutive masking it is possible to 

consider as the mechanisms, allowing allocating informative 

sites of a signal for planes time - frequency. These 

mechanisms are connected, possibly, with such concept as a 

body of uncertainty, which is widely used in a radar-location. 

Obtained data on resonant properties of the basic membrane 

points and as on distribution of resonant frequencies on its 

length allows to define corresponding weight factors for 

calculation of masking functions. Weight factors for 

simultaneous masking will be defined by quantity and 

distribution of resonant frequencies on length of a membrane, 

and for consecutive - reaction of these points to a short 

entrance signal. Masking function will be defined as 

convolution of system of filters target signals with properties 

of the basic membrane, considering corresponding weight 

coefficients. Informative sites will be in what system of filters 

reaction will exceed value of masking function. Analyzing 

neural structure of periphery of acoustical system it is 

possible to draw a conclusion, that such mechanism of 

masking is quite possible. 

Simultaneous masking allocates significant components 

of an entrance signal, and consecutive - the period of the first 

harmonic. The analysis of the given pictures allows allocating 

frequency of the first harmonic, its intensity, and as intensity 

of significant harmonics of multiple frequency. Thus it is 

possible to note, that the result of simultaneous masking for 

such signals depends on frequency of the first harmonic. It is 

frequency displaces the general picture on a vertical. The 

result of consecutive masking depends on phase shifts 

between harmonious components. 

Important point of algorithms of masking work is that 

received pictures are presented by files of the logic variables 

accepting values 0 and 1. It allows spending the further 

analysis of received images simple enough algorithms. 

Intensity of harmonics can define according to on the basis of 

which masking functions are formed. Application of these 

algorithms at realization of means it is barefooted allows 

measuring key parameters of speech signals, for example 

fundamental frequency, with a margin error no more than 1 

%. Besides use of models of acoustical system at processing 

speech signals allows to approach used biologic feedback to 

features of speech activity of the person. In particular, it can 

be used at diagnostics of diseases of a throat. 

6. Investigated speech signals 

 

Research of a speech material is directed on allocation of 

the parameters, allowing defining a stage of disease. At 

present the stage is defined on the value judgment made on 

the basis of roentgenograms. 

• Researched speech material the cat includes phrases and 

the isolated vowels duration 1,5 - 2 seconds said by 

announcers with the put diagnosis - a cancer of a throat. 

All announcers have been divided into three groups 

depending on a stage of disease. 

Total of announcers - 18. 
Group 1: the first stage - 2; 
Group 2: the second stage - 13; 
Group 3: the third and fourth stage - 3. 

The parameters of a speech signal used in research: 
1. Vocalization of sounds; 
2. Fundamental frequency; 
3. Intensity of fundamental frequency; 
4. Dynamics of fundamental frequency change;  

5. The attitude of intensity of harmonics to intensity of 

fundamental frequecy. 

At both announcers carried to the first stage on vocal 

segments, unlike announcers without pathological changes, 

instability of frequency and intensity of fundamental 

frequency is observed. This distinction noticeably on the 

isolated vowels (fig.3, 4) is the most distinct. 

It is possible to explain sharp increase of instability of 

frequency of the second harmonic instability of time of 

opening and closing of voice folds on the period of 

fundamental frequency. 

Speech signals of group of announcers with the second 

stage of disease are characterized as instability of fundamental 

frequency and intensity (characteristic for the first stage), and 

practically full disappearance of periodic structure on sounds, 

which should be formed, with participation of a voice source. 

At two announcers from this group on the segments 

corresponding vowel sounds, periodicity or is observed on 

separate sites, or is absent at all (fig.5). Thus formant 

structure of vowels is kept on all extent of a segment. 

Announcers have been carried to the third group with the 

greatest sizes of a tumour. Announcers from this group are 

men. At all frequency of fundamental frequency has appeared 

in an interval from 200 up to 250 Hz, i.e., in comparison with 

frequency of fundamental frequency at men without 

pathologies, has increased in 1,5 - 2 times. At the same time, 

unlike the first and second groups, instability of frequency 

and intensity it is not observed (fig.6, 7). 

Carried out researches allow to reveal following laws 

which are offered in Table 1. 

 

 Fundamental 

frequency 
Deviation 

Intensity of 

2nd harmonic 

1 stage astable increased astable 

2 stage astable or 

destroyed 
increased astable 

3, 4 

stages 

stable, 

increased 
small stable 

normal 

speech 
stabe small stable 
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Figure 3. Change dynamics of the first and second harmonics of the fundamental frequency (a sound "O"). Announcer is from the 

first group. 

 
Figure 4. Change dynamics of fundamental frequency intensity (a sound "O"). Announcer is from the first group. 

 

 
Figure 5. The speech signal oscillogram of the announcer with the disturbed periodic structure vocal sounds (a sound "O") 
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Figure 6. Change dynamics of fundamental frequency (a sound "O"). Announcer is from the third group  

 
Figure 7. Change dynamics of fundamental frequency intensity Announcer is from the third group (a sound "O"). 

At the given investigation phase there are no full data 

about changes in structure of the throat, caused by a tumour. 

Therefore it is impossible to find interrelation between 

infringements in anatomy and neurophysiology and structure 

of a speech signal. It demands carrying out of additional 

anatomic researches.  In the further obtained data can be used 

for construction of model, which would enable to determine 

size of a tumour both its localization, and systems of 

diagnostics of diseases of a throat. 

Obtained data allow drawing a conclusion, that the given 

algorithms to make an objective estimation of parameters of 

the speech signal describing quality of a voice. Therefore they 

can be effectively used for the organization of a biological 

feedback at voice rehabilitation. 

Nevertheless, presence of the given feedback allows using 

a biological feedback on a low level. However it is necessary 

to use and top levels of hierarchy of speech system of the 

person for speech rehabilitation. 

7. Top level of a biological feedback 

Outer input and output data of speech dialog systems are 

words and phrases semantic area of given language and data 

domain, speech signal and parameters of speech production 

system for synthesis channel. Let put speech system into 

hierarchy of levels: pragmatic, syntactic, phonetic, physic. 

Each level has its own set of data and rules, which provide 

information processing. Accordingly, it is necessary to solve 

problems of lower levels for achievement of information 

processing object on upper levels, and vice versa. Such 

situation exists under speech synthesis: it is necessary to solve 

problems of upper levels for forming and pronouncing of 

expression and also in the other speech systems. These 

processes are both so much connected that there is a need to 

solve inverse problem when primal problem is solving. 

Thus, multilevel hierarchy model [3] can be base of dialog 

system that supposes: 

− Full description of language like hierarchy of closely 

integrated events with determination of corresponding 

rules of information processing on corresponding levels; 

− Registration of metalanguage knowledge - dialog data 

domain that is prognosis of events’ evolution as feature of 

speech perception and the other outer information. 

As a result, basic regulations of dialog system model can 

be reduced to following: 

− Models of subjects’ world, who carry on a dialog, 

cross, i.e. world knowledge, which determinate by 

concrete dialog data domain [4], are partly common for 

them; 

− Subjects always predict, with fixed probability, 

opponent’s speech reaction. 
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Therefore, effective procedure of perception and speech 

synthesis must include: 

− “full” knowledge of language; 

− parameters of environment; 

− prognosis of opponent’s reaction. 

These three regulations permit to limit an area of allowed 

solutions in every following dialog’s moment almost on each 

levels of hierarchy and to raise reliability of speech perception 

and its synthesis quality. 

Reasoning from requirements, which are entered in previous 

section, simplified model of dialog system can be described 

with scheme on fig. 8 in which dataflow moving directions are 

pointed with needles. The dataflow moving from bottom to top 

characterizes the channel of perception (recognition) and the 

dataflow moving from top to bottom characterizes the 

synthesis channel. Every detailed object is defined with its 

own set of language data, transformation rules and relations 

with the other levels. On scheme there are direct relations only 

between two levels: higher and lower, but in the reality there 

are much more relations. Thus, on the upper levels language 

knowledge, information about following data domain is of 

great importance. But on the lower levels such knowledge 

loses its sense. 

Let’s take up interference of upper levels on lower ones, 

and vice versa. It is evident that sentence’s semantics impose 

a limit on words’ composition, which is in the sentence, and 

also on their syntactic relations. Beyond question, words’ 

syntactic relations in sentence define an expression’s 

semantics and its criterion function. It is known [5] that letters 

in the text have different appearance probability and 

appearance probability of the next letter depends on previous 

ones. However, probability decreases already when triple and 

more letters combination is appeared, the same rule is for the 

words in a sentences. Thus, following prognosis on the 

letters’ or words’ level permits to decrease areas of resolve 

making when recognition is. 

 

 

Figure 8. Simplified model of dialog system 

Individual interest is presented with an influence of 

prognosis results of dialog evolution on world’s model level, 

for example, on lexical base of allowed salvation area on 

phonetic words’ level. It is known that 100-200 of the most 

used words are enough for everyday communication. It’s 

natural that any other special data domain will demand an 

inclusion of its terms and conceptions, i.e. an inclusion of 

new words that will result in expanding of lexical base. But 

the common lexical base increases slightly. With this purpose 

on the basis of morphologic and syntax analysis algorithms 

which was considered in work [6] the estimate of lexical base 

was made for data domain: computer technique; radio-

electronics. It was found out that the most often used words in 

these domains increase lexical base on the 30-50%. It’s 

natural that if following dialog prognosis is leaded the area of 

allowed solutions will be greatly restricted even on such 

lexical base, so, it have to reduce to the increasing of 

recognition reliability on word level, also to use at speech 

rehabilitation. 

8. Conclusions 

Thus, development of theoretical bases of construction of 

speech-formation models the normal and pathologically 

changed speech after operations on a throat, considering the 

person on the basis of a biological feedback includes features 

of formation and perception of speech: 

- research of speech signal processing algorithms on the 

basis of models of acoustical system of the person; 

- research of the biological feedback entered by external 

means at formation of a voice and prosody of the statement on 

channels: acoustical, visual; 

- creation of biological feedback organization means for 

fundamental and clinical medicine by voice rehabilitation of 

oncological patients after operations on a throat. 

Speech rehabilitation assumes except for restoration of 

speech after operation on a throat normalization of speech 

activity in cases of stutter, lisping, etc. And also voice training 

at singing, improvement of diction. 
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